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The Wave Tyrant jealously guards the 
treasures that sink into his domain—
including shipwreck survivors like the 
PCs. If the characters want to feel dry 
land beneath their feet again, they 
must dislodge the legendary trident 
that anchors the Tyrant’s palace to the 
ocean floor. 
     Prisoners of the Wave Tyrant is a 
Deadly encounter for five 5th-level 
PCs. 

 
*   *   * 

 
1 - Entry Pool 
The flooded tunnel the PCs swam through to escape their cells emerges 
here. 1d4-1 sahuagin guards arrive each round to recapture the party. 

 
2 - Coral Prison 
A stand of bleached coral restrains the bodies of three infamous pirate 
captains. Treat the pirates as mummies that aren’t vulnerable to fire. 
Moving within 10 ft. of the pirates awakens them, but PCs can sneak past 
with a successful DC 10 Dexterity (Stealth) check. If awakened, the 
pirates target PCs with Dreadful Glare or break free of the coral with a 
successful DC 14 Strength check. 

 
3 - Bride Statue 
PCs who make a successful DC 14 Intelligence (History) check 
recognize the statue as Naia Kali, the Wave Tyrant’s squid-headed bride. 
Naia Kali demands sacrifice but bestows gifts to the faithful. She clutches 
a bone dagger in one hand and an adamantine wheel in the other. 
     PCs who slice themselves on Naia Kali’s dagger become weakened (½ 
dmg with attacks and spells) until they finish a long rest. In return for this 
sacrifice, Naia Kali’s statue animates long enough to give the PC the 
adamantine wheel, which they can use to open the hatch in Area 5. 

 
4 - Exit 
An impenetrable wall of force holds back the ocean on the far side of this 
archway. Sea monsters of improbable size circle in the lightless water. The 
wall of force dissipates once the palace surfaces (see Area 7), allowing the 
PCs to escape through the arch. 

 
5 - Iron Hatch 
An iron hatch (like that on a submarine) is set into the floor. PCs who use 
an action to turn the wheel can open the hatch, revealing steps that 
descend to Area 7. 
     One round after it’s opened, the hatch magically slams shut and 
transforms into adamantine. The adamantine hatch is immune to damage 
and magic. Nonmagical metal objects that touch the hatch (including the 
hatch’s iron wheel) instantly turn to rust. Replacing the iron wheel with the 
adamantine wheel found in Area 3 allows the PCs to open the 
adamantine hatch. 
     The players lose if all surviving characters become trapped on the 
opposite side of the hatch. 

 
 
 

6 - Crab Cove 
The moment the hatch in Area 5 opens, this section of wall collapses, 
revealing a Large shipwreck crab. Figureheads harvested from 
shipwrecks decorate the crab’s carapace (see below). The crab attacks the 
PCs, fighting to the death. 
 

Shipwreck Crab: AC 16; 93 hp; SPD 30 ft., swim 30 ft.; ATK multiattack 
(1x big claw + 1x bigger claw), big claw (+6 to hit, reach 5 ft., 2d6+4 
bludgeoning and the target is grappled, DC 14), bigger claw (+6 to hit, 
reach 10 ft., 3d6+4 bludgeoning and the target is grappled, DC 14); STR 
+4, DEX +0, CON +3, INT -4, WIS +0, CHA -4; TRAITS blindsight 30 
ft., figureheads (see below) 
 

Figureheads: Roll separate initiatives for the crab’s three figureheads. 
Each round on its turn, a figurehead animates and produces a magical 
effect: 
 

• Siren’s Song: One creature within 60 ft. who can hear the figurehead 
must make a DC 14 WIS save or be stunned, save ends. 

• Lion’s Roar: Creatures in a 30-ft. cone who can hear the figurehead 
must make a DC 14 WIS save or be frightened, save ends. 

• Dragon’s Breath: Creatures in a 15-ft. cone take 6d6 fire dmg (DC 14 
DEX save halves). 

 

The PCs can attack the figureheads (AC 15, 10 hp, immune to poison and 
psychic), but destroying a figurehead doesn’t damage the crab. The 
figureheads cease to function if the crab dies. 

 
7 - Chamber of the Trident 
Steps descend to a 20-ft. diameter cavern. The trident of the Wave Tyrant 
pierces the cavern’s stone floor. Dislodging the trident requires a 
successful DC 19 Strength (Athletics) check. The PC who frees the 
trident may attune to it instantly. 
     Dislodging the trident causes the Wave Tyrant’s palace to rise from the 
ocean floor. The palace breaches the surface three rounds later. Surviving 
PCs can escape via the archway in Area 4. 
 

Trident of the Wave Tyrant 
Weapon (trident), legendary (requires attunement) 
You gain a +3 bonus to attack and damage rolls made with the trident. 
Once per round, when you hit a creature with the trident, you can choose 
to deal up to 3 creatures within 5 ft. of you 1d6 lightning dmg. 
     As an action, you can hold the trident aloft and call down the wrath of 
the Wave Tyrant. Doing so allows you to cast chain lightning, using CHA as 
your spellcasting ability. Once you’ve used this ability, you can’t use it 
again until the following dawn. 
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